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*Neurospora crassa* macroconidia form germ tubes that are involved in colony establishment and conidial anastomosis tubes (CATs) that fuse to form interconnected networks of conidial germlings. Nuclear and cytoskeletal behaviors were analyzed in macroconidia, germ tubes, and CATs in strains that expressed fluorescently labeled proteins. Heterokaryons formed by CAT fusion provided a rapid method for the imaging of multiple labeled fusion proteins and minimized the potential risk of overexpression artifacts. Mitosis occurred more slowly in nongerminated macroconidia (1.0 to 1.5 h) than in germ tubes (16 to 20 min). The nucleoporin SON-1 was not released from the nuclear envelope during mitosis, which suggests that *N. crassa* exhibits a form of "closed mitosis." During CAT homing, nuclei did not enter CATs, and mitosis was arrested. Benomyl treatment showed that CAT induction, homing, fusion, as well as nuclear migration through fused CATs do not require microtubules or mitosis. Three *ropy* mutants (*ro-1, ro-3, and ro-11*) defective in the dynein/dynactin microtubule motor were impaired in nuclear positioning, but nuclei still migrated through fused CATs. Latrunculin B treatment, imaging of F-actin in living cells using Lifeact-red fluorescent protein (RFP), and analysis of mutants defective in the Arp2/3 complex demonstrated that actin plays important roles in CAT fusion.

The initiation of a colony from asexual spores (conidia) of *Neurospora crassa* involves the production of at least two types of specialized hyphae: germ tubes and conidial anastomosis tubes (CATs) (58). Germ tubes are important for colony establishment and eventually develop into the vegetative hyphae of the mature and differentiated colony. CATs function to interconnect germlings, a process that may allow the young colony to act as a coordinated individual and regulate its overall homeostasis (50, 51).

The cytology of germ tube development in *N. crassa* has been analyzed in detail in living cells (4). Macroconidia and germlings undergo isotropic growth during the first 2 h following hydration in minimal growth medium at 25°C. Typically, it takes 3 h for the polarized emergence of a single germ tube from a macroconidium. Following germination (up to 9 h), the nuclei, mitochondria, and other organelles display a more-or-less uniform distribution inside growing germ tubes. After ~10 h (i.e., when the germ tubes are >150 μm in length), organelle distribution becomes polarized, and a small exclusion zone appears at the tip. Within this exclusion zone, the phase-dark Spitzenkörper, a vesicle-dominated complex intimately involved in hyphal tip growth, forms. The development of the mature Spitzenkörper was suggested previously to represent the transition from germ tube to vegetative hypha (4).

Conidial anastomosis tubes have been shown to be morphologically and physiologically distinct from germ tubes and under separate genetic control (50, 58, 59). They are shorter and thinner than germ tubes and are chemoattracted to other CATs, which they eventually fuse with. The Spitzenkörper has not been observed in growing CATs (7, 21, 50, 51, 58, 59).

*Neurospora crassa* undergoes asynchronous mitotic division in its multinucleate hyphae (24, 25, 35, 48, 62). Although several studies have documented the behavior of nuclei in conidia and hyphae, none have yet provided a detailed description of mitosis in living cells of *N. crassa*. This is in stark contrast to studies of mitosis performed with other filamentous fungi, including *Aspergillus nidulans* (43, 44), *Nectria haematococca* (1, 2, 69), and *Ashbya gossypii* (26). Green fluorescent protein (GFP) labeling has greatly facilitated the observation of nuclei in living filamentous fungi (23, 24, 26, 66, 70) and has been particularly useful for time-lapse studies (22, 44). Vegetative hyphae, however, are too large (~15 μm wide) for time-lapse imaging of nuclei in *N. crassa*. In addition, nuclei are extremely mobile, making the tracking of individual nuclei in mature leading hyphae difficult (24).

In this study we analyzed and compared nuclear dynamics and mitosis during the early stages of colony initiation in macroconidia, germ tubes, and CATs. Time-lapse imaging of nuclei and their associated microtubules was facilitated in all three cell types because of their small size and because nuclei

---

† Supplemental material for this article may be found at http://ec.asm.org/.

†† Published ahead of print on 5 March 2010.
in these cells were less mobile than in vegetative hyphae. Besides providing the first detailed description of mitosis in *N. crassa*, we also addressed (i) if *N. crassa* exhibits “open” or “closed” mitosis; (ii) if nuclear division is required for germ tube formation, CAT formation, and/or CAT fusion; (iii) if the cell cycle arrests during CAT induction, homing, and/or fusion; (iv) if the microtubules and associated dynein/dynactin motors are essential for nuclear migration through fused CATs.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains, culture conditions, and production of conidia. *Neurospora* strains are listed in Table 1. Strains were maintained and grown on solid Vogel’s minimal medium with 2% (wt/vol) sucrose (12). Macroconidia were harvested from 4- to 5-day-old cultures grown at 25°C in constant light.

#### Nuclear labeling with GFP

Nuclei of ro-11 mutants (FGSC11946 and FGSC11947) were labeled with H1-GFP by crossing, FGSC11946 (mat a; ro-11) and FGSC11947 (mat A; ro-11) were used as recipient strains to cross with the donor strains N2282 (mat A; hH1-sgfp) and N2283 (mat a; hH1-sgfp), respectively (Table 1). Crosses were performed on solid synthetic crossing medium (12) at 25°C under constant light. Conidia collected from 5-day-old cultures were used as males for fertilization. Fourteen days after fertilization, colonies were used as males for fertilization. Fourteen days after fertilization, colonies were used as males for fertilization.

#### Use of microtubule and actin inhibitors

Macroconidia were incubated in the presence of 2 to 50 μg ml⁻¹ of benomyl (Chem Service, West Chester, PA) to study the effects of the inhibition of microtubule polymerization on mitosis, germ tube formation, CAT induction, homing, fusion, and nuclear migration through fused CATs.

### TABLE 1. Neurospora strains used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Protein studieda</th>
<th>Origin or referenceb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT 74a</td>
<td>mat a</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>FGSC4200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT 74-OR23-1VA</td>
<td>mat A</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>FGSC2489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N626</td>
<td>mat A his-3</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>FGSC6103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2281-3</td>
<td>mat A his-3:&quot;Pccg-1-hH1&quot;-sgfp</td>
<td>Histone H1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2282</td>
<td>mat a his-3:&quot;Pccg-1-hH1&quot;-sgfp</td>
<td>Histone H1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2505</td>
<td>gid</td>
<td>mat a his-3:&quot;Pccg-1-BnlI&quot;-sgfp</td>
<td>β-Tubulin (BML)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR53</td>
<td>mat A his-3:&quot;Pccg-1-son-1&quot;-sgfp</td>
<td>Nucleoporin SON-1</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMF152</td>
<td>mat a his-3:&quot;Pccg1-hH1&quot;-sgfp ; ro-1</td>
<td>Dynactin p150Glued RO-3</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMF153</td>
<td>mat a his-3:&quot;Pccg1-hH1&quot;-sgfp ; ro-3</td>
<td>Dynactin subunit RO-11</td>
<td>FGSC11947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGSC11947</td>
<td>mat A ; hH1</td>
<td>Dynactin subunit RO-11</td>
<td>FGSC11946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edi160</td>
<td>mat a ; NCU03911::hph</td>
<td>CAP-1</td>
<td>FGSC11697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edi161</td>
<td>mat A ; NCU03911::hph</td>
<td>CAP-1</td>
<td>FGSC11698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edi 239</td>
<td>mat A ; NCU07471::hph</td>
<td>CAP-2</td>
<td>FGSC11855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edi 241</td>
<td>mat A ; NCU07471::hph</td>
<td>CAP-2</td>
<td>FGSC11854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edi502</td>
<td>mat a ; NCU07711::hph</td>
<td>ARP2/3 complex subunit (ARP2)</td>
<td>FGSC11716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edi529</td>
<td>mat A ; NCU09572::hph</td>
<td>ARP2/3 complex (ARP3)</td>
<td>FGSC15057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edi532</td>
<td>mat a ; NCU01915::hph</td>
<td>ARP2/3 complex (20 Lys)</td>
<td>FGSC15091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK107</td>
<td>mat a ; hH1-sgfp ; NCU08566::hph</td>
<td>Dynactin subunit RO-11</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK108</td>
<td>mat A ; hH1-sgfp ; NCU08566::hph</td>
<td>Dynactin subunit RO-11</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCAL003-4</td>
<td>mat a bar::Pccg-1-Lifeact-rfp</td>
<td>Lifect-RFP</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

a CAP-1 and CAP-2 are the F-actin-capping protein alpha and beta subunit family members, respectively. Orthologues in *S. cerevisiae* are Tpm2p for RO-11, Cap1p for CAP-1, Cap2p for CAP-2, Arp2p for NCU07171, Arc18p for NCU09572, and Arc19p for NCU01918.

b FGSC, Fungal Genetics Stock Center.

c NA, not applicable.
fused CATs. Benomyl stocks were prepared at a concentration of 12.5 mg ml\(^{-1}\). Macroconidia were used at a concentration of \(5.5 \times 10^5\) macroconidia ml\(^{-1}\) in eight-well culture chamber slides and incubated at 25°C for 6 h before the quantification of germination and CAT fusion. Two chamber slides per treatment plus controls without benomyl were tested. Time-lapse imaging was performed with images captured over the first 6 h of incubation (frame rate of 1 image/h).

To analyze the importance of actin during conidial germination, we used the actin polymerization blocker latrunculin B at a sublethal concentration of 40 \(\mu\)g ml\(^{-1}\) (diluted in dimethyl sulfoxide [DMSO] to a final concentration of <0.025%). Macromoidal germination and CAT fusion were analyzed in the same way as described above for benomyl treatments.

Controls for benomyl and latrunculin B treatments were performed in liquid Vogel's medium containing DMSO at the same concentration used with the diluted inhibitors.

**Live-cell imaging.** Living conidia and conidial germlings were imaged by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), wide-field epifluorescence imaging, and deconvolution microscopy. All material was prepared for wide-field analysis by using the “inverted agar block” method (29).

For confocal laser scanning microscopy, a Bio-Rad Radiance 2100 system equipped with blue diode and argon ion lasers (Bio-Rad Microscience, Hemel Hempstead, United Kingdom) mounted onto a Nikon TE2000U Eclipse inverted microscope was used. GFP was imaged by excitation at 488 nm and fluorescence detection at 500/30 nm. The staining of cell walls was performed by the addition of 0.12 \(\mu\)M calcofluor white M2R (prepared from a 1.2 M stock in ethanol; Sigma, Welwyn Garden, United Kingdom) to macromoidal suspensions (10\(^5\) to 10\(^6\) cells/ml) immediately after the conidia were harvested. Calcofluor white and GFP were imaged simultaneously by excitation at 405 and 488 nm, respectively, and fluorescence detection at 420/27 nm (for calcofluor white) and 500/30 nm (for GFP). A 60\(\times\)/1.4-NA objective was used for imaging. Laser intensity and laser dwell time on individual germlings were kept to a minimum to reduce phototoxic effects. Simultaneous bright-field images were captured with a transmitted light detector. Where appropriate, Kalman filtering \((\tau = 1\) was used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of individual images. Time-lapse imaging was performed at 1-min intervals for periods of up to 5 min or at longer time intervals for periods of up to 8 h. Images were captured with a laser scan speed of 166 lines per s and a resolution of 1,024 by 1,024 pixels by using Lasersharp 2000 software (version 5.1; Bio-Rad Microscience) and confocal software (version 4.02; www.nephrology.iupui.edu /imaging/software.htm). Further image processing was performed by using Paintshop Pro software (version 8.0; JASC, Reading, United Kingdom).

Wide-field epifluorescence imaging was performed with an inverted Nikon Eclipse TE 2000E microscope equipped with an Orca ER cooled charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera (Hamamatsu, Welwyn Garden City, United Kingdom), with excitation of GFP at 470/20 nm provided by a monochromator light source (Till Photonics, Gräfelfing, Germany), a 500-nm dichroic filter, and a 515-nm-long-pass emission filter. Images were collected at 0.9 frames per s by using SimplePCI (version 8.0; JASC, Reading, United Kingdom) mounted onto a Nikon TE2000U Eclipse inverted microscope. GFP was imaged by excitation at 488 nm and fluorescence detection at 500/30 nm. The excitation of RFP was performed at 570 nm, and fluorescence detection was done with a 570-nm dichroic mirror and an 617/73-nm emission filter. A Cool Snap HQ camera (Photometrics UK Marlown, Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom) was used to capture images. Image deconvolution and image projections were produced by using software from Applied Precision. Movies were manipulated and generated with ImagePro Plus 6.3 (Photometrics UK).

Nuclear diameter was measured with the “line profile” option of the LaserSharp software. Optical sections imaged with a 100\(\times\)/1.4-NA objective and maximal profiles of individual nuclei were selected for measurement from a z stack of optical sections. For displaying the individual nuclei in Fig. 2A and B, the nuclei, and it was not necessarily the nonexpressing nuclei that accumulation was not uniform among the nonexpressing nuclei. However, H1 fluorescence was still visible up to 50 min following CAT fusion (Fig. 1B). This unexpected delay in GFP labeling of nuclei was consistently observed in over 30 pairs of fused germlings. We could not find convincing evidence of a spatial gradient in nuclear H1-GFP. However, H1 accumulation was not uniform among the nonexpressing nuclei, and it was not necessarily the nonexpressing nuclei that were closest to the expressing nuclei that accumulated H1 first.

The overall level of GFP labeling was lower in heterokaryotic macroconidia that contained both nuclear and microtubule GFP labels after CAT fusion. This finding suggests that the expression of both fluorescent fusion proteins under the control of the ccg-1 promoter was diluted in heterokaryons because they contained a reduced number of nuclei expressing each fusion protein. The relative fluorescence of the two fusion proteins in heterokaryons varied between macroconidia and germlings and were correlated with the ratio of nuclei that were expressing h1-GFP and/or Bml-sgfp or those that lacked GFP (Fig. 1C and D).

**Mitosis is asynchronous and relatively slow in nongerminated conidia.** The different stages of the mitotic nuclear cycle (i.e., prophase, metaphase, anaphase, and telophase) were identified by using a combination of conventional cytogenetic criteria such as nuclear shape, nuclear size, chromatin appearance, and pairs of closely associated small nuclei (indicative of telophase) (15, 26, 55, 56).

In this study, mitosis was monitored by time-lapse imaging of nongerminated macroconidia and germ tubes in (i) heterokaryons labeled with H1-GFP, (ii) heterokaryons labeled with BML-GFP, and (iii) heterokaryons containing both fusion proteins. Confocal images for each time course were optimally collected at 1- to 3-min time intervals, and selected images are shown in Fig. 2A to D. As expected, nuclei in both nongermi-
nated macroconidia and germ tubes exhibited asynchronous mitotic divisions (Fig. 2C, and see Movie S1 in the supplemental material). Nongerminated macroconidia observed immediately after harvesting were typically multinucleate. In the H1-GFP strain (N2283), the number of nuclei per macroconidium varied between 1 and 4 (mean, 1.97; n = 600). The nuclei in nongerminated macroconidia and germ tubes varied from being spherical to being pear shaped, as previously reported for nuclei in vegetative hyphae (23, 24). Spherical nuclei varied between 2.3 and 4.3 μm in diameter. These nuclei should be in interphase or early prophase because of the lack of a spindle-induced change in nuclear morphology (see below). It was predicted that the larger nuclei would be in the G2 or M phase in the nuclear cycle following DNA duplication (S phase). This was confirmed for nuclei identified as being in early prophase (see below), which were always at the larger end of the nuclear size spectrum. Mitosis was initiated 30 to 60 min after hydration and typically took 1.0 to 1.5 h to complete for nongerminated macroconidia at 25°C (Fig. 3). Approximately 25% ± 5.0% (n = 500) of the nuclei were found to be undergoing mitosis 1 h after hydration.

During the first 30 min following macroconidial hydration, nuclei varied between being spherical and being pear shaped in interphase until prophase/metaphase (Fig. 2A to D). Spherical nuclei exhibited rotating and tumbling or saltatory movements. Motile nuclei were typically pear shaped, and the apices of these nuclei were usually oriented in the direction of movement and often moved along the inner surface of the plasma membrane. At this stage, bright spots of BML-GFP labeling appeared in close proximity to the plasma membrane. These fluorescent spots were smaller (0.5 ± 0.3 μm in diameter) than putative SPBs (1.2 ± 0.4 μm in diameter) (Fig. 2C, and see Movie S2 in the supplemental material). These spots may represent cytoplasmic MTOCs (74) and were always present whether mitosis was occurring or not. The majority of cytoplasmic astral microtubules extended to the plasma membrane and curved around the nucleus. They exhibited dynamic instability growing and shrinking to and from the focal point of high H1-GFP fluorescence, which probably represents the SPB (Fig. 2B and Movie S3).

We monitored mitosis in heterokaryotic conidia in which nuclei were labeled with H1-GFP and BML-GFP (Fig. 2C). In Fig. 2C, only one of the nuclei is undergoing mitosis. Microtubules are formed from the single SPBs of both nuclei during interphase and early prophase. SPB duplication during prophase is visible at the 15-min time point. Exactly when SPB duplication starts and how long it takes are as yet unclear. The precise length of prophase was difficult to determine by using H1-GFP imaging alone. Here, prophase was defined as the stage during which the nuclei increased further in size compared with interphase nuclei and during which the H1-GFP-
labeled chromatin started to become distributed in a nonuniform fashion.

During late prophase and early metaphase, microtubules bundled to form a compact spindle that was ~0.5 μm wide and visible within mitotic nuclei within 15 min following interphase and <1 h until the end of telophase. The H1-labeled chromatin became more obviously heterogeneously distributed, and the nuclear envelope became highly invaginated during metaphase (Fig. 2A and C). Astral microtubules were not evident during metaphase. At the start of metaphase, SPB division was com-
Mitosis occurs faster in germ tubes than in nongerminated macroconidia. After \( \sim 2.5 \) h of incubation at 25°C, germ tubes started to form. Mitosis was approximately three to four times faster (it took 16 to 20 min to complete) in germ tubes than in nongerminated macroconidia. After a \( \sim 2 \)-h lag period in nongerminated macroconidia, the number of nuclei participating in mitosis was fairly constant, only increasing after \( \sim 4 \) h of incubation, when germination was maximal (Fig. 3). Nuclei were either rounded or pear shaped during this period. Metaphase and anaphase each took \( \sim 4 \) min to complete. Telophase took \( \sim 3 \) min, at which time the H1-GFP-labeled chromatin bridge was observed (Fig. 2D). Other features of mitosis in germ tubes were similar to those observed for macroconidia, except that telophase nuclei linked by a chromatin bridge could be further apart (\( \sim 6 \) \( \mu \)m).

A form of “closed mitosis” occurs in \textit{N. crassa}. In order to visualize the nuclear envelope during mitosis in germinating conidia, we imaged a strain that expressed the nuclear pore complex marker SON-1 tagged with GFP (see Movie S4 in the supplemental material). Time courses of mitosis for 10 germlings were monitored by deconvolution microscopy with image frame rates of \(<1 \) Hz. SON-1–GFP localized in a discontinuous fashion along the nuclear envelope, and nuclear pores decorated with SON-1–GFP were visible throughout mitosis (Fig. 2E).

Mitosis is arrested during CAT homing. CATs started to form at the same time as germ tubes (i.e., after \( \sim 2.5 \) h). Few microtubules were observed in growing CATs, but those that were present exhibited dynamic instability similar to that of the microtubules in germ tubes. No unusual changes in the behavior of either nuclei or microtubules were observed at the sites of CAT induction in conidia or germ tubes. However, nuclear behavior changed when CATs homed toward each other. First, homing CATs rarely contained a nucleus; \(<0.5\% (n = 300)\) of homing CATs and \(7.6\% \pm 1.0\% (n = 300)\) of nonhoming CATs contained nuclei. Second, a significantly lower proportion of nuclei (\(6.5\% \pm 4.3\%; n = 300\)) were found to undergo mitosis in macroconidia with homing CATs than in other cell types \(24.6\% \pm 7.3\%; n = 300\) of nongerminated macroconidia, \(27.8\% \pm 10.3\%; n = 300\) of macroconidia with germ tubes only, and \(17.5\% \pm 2.3\%; n = 300\) of macroconidial germlings that had undergone CAT fusion contained mitotic nuclei) (Fig. 4A). Third, nuclei in mitosis after early prophase were never observed in macroconidia with homing CATs \(n = 20\), which suggests that mitosis may be arrested (Fig. 4B). Furthermore, nuclei did not enter mitosis within \(\sim 1\) h following fusion (observed for 20 pairs of fused germlings). Figure 4 at 7 min shows a migrating dividing nucleus in telophase that will have entered mitosis before a macroconidium with CAT homing had occurred.

Adjacent nuclei appear to be linked via microtubules. Microtubules continued to exhibit dynamic instability and transiently extended to the apical plasma membrane of growing germ tube tips as shown previously (24). Adjacent nuclei in germ tubes commonly appeared to be attached to the same microtubule bundles. This was best visualized by tracking individual microtubules in adjacent optical sections (Fig. 5A). These points of possible attachment were often found to be in close association with highly fluorescent foci of H1-GFP (the presumed location of SPBs) (Fig. 5A). The putatively attached nuclei were organized more or less linearly in single rows and moved mostly in the same direction and at the same rate as the extending germ tube tip. During germ tube branching, an occasional nucleus would move in a retrograde fashion.

Nuclear division and microtubules are not required for CAT induction, homing, and fusion. During CAT homing prior to

![FIG. 3. Rates of conidial germination and CAT fusion and the number of nuclei in conidia/conidial germlings during the first 5 h of incubation. The nuclear number significantly increased only after 4 h, when germination was near maximal and over 50% of the conidial germlings had undergone CAT fusion.](image-url)
fusion, microtubules in the CAT tips exhibited marked dynamic instability. After fusion, the microtubules of the parent germlings extended through the fused CATs and became intermingled with each other, as reported previously (58). Microtubule bundles seemed to link nuclei within the fused germlings (Fig. 5A).

FIG. 4. Cell cycle arrest during CAT homing. (A) CATs formed from germ tubes before (0 min) and after (5 and 7 min) fusion visualized by confocal microscopy. The upper conidial germling was labeled with H1-GFP, while the lower germling was labeled with β-tubulin–GFP. Bar, 5 μm. (B) Percentages of nuclei undergoing mitosis in ungerminated macroconidia (0 to 3 h), in macroconidia possessing only germ tubes (2 to 4 h), in macroconidia or macroconidial germlings possessing CATs (3 to 4 h), and in macroconidia or macroconidial germlings that have undergone CAT fusion (4 to 6 h). The time periods selected for the analysis of mitosis in these four different cell types were those in which the production of the individual cell types was maximal. Mitotic nuclei were identified by the presence of thick microtubule bundles in spindles labeled with BML-GFP.

FIG. 5. Microtubular and nuclear organization and dynamics visualized by confocal and bright-field microscopy. (A) Two adjacent optical sections (0.5 μm apart) of a heterokaryotic conidium and germ tube showing five nuclei (n) after labeling with H1-GFP and β-tubulin–GFP, visualized by confocal microscopy. These two optical sections were selected from a continuous z stack of 20 optical sections captured in 0.5-μm steps. Arrows indicate the locations of spindle pole bodies with associated microtubules. Nuclei appear to be linked via microtubules. A large vacuole (v) seems to have pushed two of the nuclei to the periphery of the conidium. C, conidium; GT, germ tube. Bar, 5 μm. (B) Lack of inhibition of CAT fusion and homing by treatment with the microtubule-depolymerizing drug benomyl (40 μg ml⁻¹). Two hours after treatment, the microtubules were reduced to punctate spots. Bar, 10 μm. (C) Nuclei labeled with H1-GFP migrate through fused CATs visualized by combined confocal and bright-field microscopy. (D) Benomyl treatment prevents the formation of long germ tubes. An H1-GFP-labeled strain was incubated with benomyl (35 μg ml⁻¹) for 6 h visualized by combined wide-field fluorescence and differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy. Small buds (arrow) may represent the initiation of germ tube formation, but these buds did not elongate further. Bar, 5 μm.
The microtubule-depolymerizing drug benomyl was used to determine the importance of microtubules and nuclear division for CAT induction, homing, and fusion. When used at a concentration of 40 μg ml⁻¹, benomyl caused microtubules to be reduced into small punctate spots or occasionally very short microtubules <3 μm long (Fig. 5B). Benomyl treatment also prevented nuclei from forming spindles and thus blocked mitosis in nongerminated macroconidia and in macroconidial germlings. After the addition of benomyl, <0.1% of macroconidia went on to form germ tubes longer than 10 μm, although some formed bud-like structures, which may represent the very early stages of germ tube formation (Fig. 5D). Quantification of the effects of benomyl treatment on conidial germination (emergence of a germ tube or a CAT) and CAT fusion at 5 h showed that 92% ± 2.5% (n = 300) of the benomyl-treated macroconidia underwent germination (untreated control, 91.5% ± 6.36%; n = 300) and that 89% ± 0.5% (n = 300) underwent CAT fusion (untreated control, 66% ± 5.67%; n = 300) (Fig. 6).

The time for complete microtubule turnover (i.e., the time for microtubules to be reduced to punctate spots) was measured in conidial germlings that had been incubated for 4 h. The cytoplasmic microtubule turnover time was 40 ± 8.154 s (n = 6), and the spindle microtubule turnover time was 10 ± 3.03 min (n = 4). CAT homing continued to occur in the absence of microtubules after benomyl treatment (Fig. 5B).

**Nuclei exhibit oscillatory motility when migrating through fused CATs.** Nuclei migrated through fused CATs, although this did not occur immediately after fusion. The nuclei of fused germlings exhibited oscillatory motility, moving back and forth from the fusion pore before eventually migrating through it. During this period, transiting nuclei were elongated and commonly squeezed though the fusion pore when it was still small (~1 μm in diameter). When CAT fusion occurred between CATs that had emerged directly from macroconidia (58), the first nucleus passed through the fusion pore ~1 h after cytoplasmic continuity had been established. In cases where CAT fusion occurred between CATs derived from germ tubes (58), the first nucleus passed through much earlier (after ~30 min). Mitotic nuclei were sometimes observed migrating through fused CATs (Fig. 4A). In the presence of benomyl or latrunculin B, the velocity of nuclear migration was reduced, but nuclear migration was not prevented (Fig. 5C). When CATs formed directly from macroconidia fused, this was usually followed by the emergence of a germ tube from one or both of the macroconidia or from the fused CATs themselves (58). Once a new germ tube had appeared, the movement of the nuclei in the fused germlings was directed into the new germ tube (see Movie S5 in the supplemental material).

The speed of nuclear migration through fused CATs depended on the type of CAT fusion. Nuclear migration between fused CATs formed from germ tubes occurred quickly (~3 min), migration between a fused macroconidium and germ tube was slower (~20 min), and migration between fused macroconidia was slowest (20 to 60 min).

**Dynein/dynactin is not essential for nuclear migration through fused CATs.** Given that nuclear movement in filamentous fungi was reported to be dependent on dynein and its activator, dynactin (e.g., see references 9, 38, 41, and 54), we analyzed a possible role for dynein/dynactin during nuclear migration through fused CATs by comparing the wild type with ro-1 (dynein heavy chain), Δro-3 (dynactin subunit), and Δro-11 (dynactin subunit) mutants. After incubation for 6 h, the Δro mutants had undergone 65 to 89% germination, compared with ~82% in the wild type. At this time point, CAT fusion was absent (<1%) in the Δro-1 mutant, was 22% ± 5% in the Δro-3 mutant, and was 40% ± 3% in the Δro-11 mutant, compared with 68% ± 2.5% in the wild type. Only after 8 h did CAT fusion between germlings start to occur in the Δro-1 mutant. The dynein/dynactin mutants did not show any aberrant morphological defects with regard to CAT induction or homing. As previously reported (39), nuclear positioning was clearly impaired in the germ tubes of these three mutants, and their nuclei usually remained within the spore body (Fig. 7B and C). Both types of nuclear movement (i.e., saltatory movement in nongerminated conidia and migratory movement in germ tubes) were inhibited in the mutants, but nuclear migration still occurred through fused CATs (Fig. 7C, and see Movie S6 in the supplemental material).

**Actin is required for CAT induction, homing, and fusion.** We used the actin polymerization inhibitor latrunculin B to assess the importance of actin during CAT induction and fusion and its impact on nuclear migration through fused CATs (Fig. 7A and B). The amount of CAT fusion was significantly reduced after treatment with a sublethal concentration of latrunculin B (40 μg ml⁻¹) that did not significantly inhibit germination. At higher latrunculin B concentrations, CAT fusion was completely inhibited, and macroconidial germination became inhibited as well (data not shown). As indicated above, nuclei still moved and were able to migrate through fused CATs in the presence of latrunculin B, but these processes were delayed.

The Arp2/3 complex is a seven-subunit protein complex that promotes actin assembly, dynamics, and cross-linking (36, 57). Homokaryons of several deletion mutants encoding protein subunits within the Arp2/3 complex have been reported to be ascomorse lethal (http://www.fgsc.net). We analyzed hetero-
karyons in which some nuclei carried the deletion alleles NCU07171, NCU09572, and NCU01918, respectively (Table 1) (these strains have not been described previously; they were generated by using a method described in reference 11). After incubation for 6 h, we found that the percentage of macroconidial germination was similar to that of the wild type in FGSC15057 (NCU09572) but significantly lower in FGSC11716 (NCU07171) (*P* < 0.05) and FGSC15991 (NCU01918) (*P* < 0.01). However, compared to the wild type, CAT fusion was much more reduced (Fig. 8) than germination in all three mutants. This further supports an important role for actin during the process of CAT fusion.

Lifeact-RFP reveals accumulation of F-actin cables and patches in CAT tips during homing and fusion. To investigate F-actin dynamics during the process of CAT fusion, we constructed a Lifeact-RFP expression vector for *N. crassa* and randomly integrated it into the genome of a wild-type strain. The overexpression of the fusion protein by using the *ccg-1* promoter had no obvious effects on cell morphology or general development.

Lifeact-RFP labeled F-actin cables and patches in living cells of *N. crassa* (Fig. 9). CAT formation coincided with a significant increase in F-actin fluorescence in the CAT tip, intensified during homing, and peaked while CATs attached to each other (Fig. 9A). Upon fusion pore formation, fluorescence at the fusion site began to decrease, leaving a few patches behind, which became evenly dispersed around this region (Fig. 9B). After benomyl treatment, the overall localization and abundance of actin cables and patches remained essentially unchanged, and CAT-mediated cell fusion progressed normally (Fig. 9C and D).

**DISCUSSION**

In this paper we provide the first detailed live-cell analysis of nuclear behavior and mitosis during colony initiation in *N. crassa* (summarized in Fig. 10). Novel aspects that have been revealed in this study are as follows: (i) *N. crassa* exhibits a form of “closed mitosis”; (ii) mitosis is inhibited during CAT homing; (iii) microtubules are not required for CAT induction, homing, or fusion, nor are they required for nuclear migration through fused CATs; and (iv) actin is the cytoskeletal element of primary importance at different stages during CAT fusion.

*Neurospora* exhibits features of typical “closed mitosis” and forms chromatin bridges and telophase bundles. Until recently, ascomycete fungi have been described as exhibiting “closed mitosis,” in which the nuclear envelope remains intact and chromosome separation to the poles of the spindle occurs inside the nucleus (25). This has been best characterized for *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* (67). However, recent reports showed that *Aspergillus nidulans* and the basidiomycete *Ustilago maydis* undergo a form of “open mitosis.” In *A. nidulans*, the nuclear pore complex breaks down partially to allow the influx of regulatory molecules (13–15). In *U. maydis*, the nuclear envelope breaks down after chromosomes have migrated from the old nuclear envelope to the new envelope (69). Observations of mitosis in cells expressing GFP-labeled nucleoporin SON-1 strongly suggest that *N. crassa*, like yeasts, exhibits a form of closed mitosis, as SON-1 remains visible in the nuclear pore complex throughout the nuclear cycle. This is in contrast to the situation for *A. nidulans*, in which the nucleoporin SONA (the homologue of *N. crassa* SON-1) transiently disappears during metaphase (15).

Our observations support the idea that the influx of proteins before and during mitosis in *N. crassa* is more highly regulated than that in *A. nidulans* and may thus be more reminiscent of...
Mitosis takes longer in ungerminated N. crassa macroconidia than it does in germ tubes (Fig. 3). Previously, it was shown that most of the nuclei were arrested in the G1 or G2 phase during germination in N. crassa (34). At this time, most nuclei are thought to transcribe genes required for germination (32). This may explain why mitosis takes longer in ungerminated macroconidia than in germ tubes.

In N. crassa, the nuclear envelope becomes invaginated at the end of metaphase, which may be important for the segregation of the nucleolus at the end of metaphase, as was recently shown for A. nidulans (71). In A. nidulans, astral microtubules disassemble during mitosis (30), as is the case for N. crassa (this study). This contrasts with budding yeast and Ustilago maydis, in which astral microtubules do not disassemble during mitosis (63, 68). In N. crassa, the presence of the nonmitotic nuclei together in the same cytoplasm with mitotic nuclei (asynchronous mitosis) explains why microtubules are still observed during mitosis.

We observed that following heterokaryon formation after CAT fusion between homokaryons expressing GFP-labeled tubulin and H1-GFP, respectively, H1-GFP took much longer (>30 min) to become incorporated into unlabeled nuclei compared with the rapid incorporation of GFP-labeled tubulin into unlabeled microtubules (<8 min). One possible reason for this delay in nuclear H1-GFP labeling may be a relatively long turnover time for the H1 histone in nuclei. Differences in the timing of the nonfluorescent nuclei becoming fluorescent may relate to the nuclei being in different stages of the cell cycle.

**Mitosis is inhibited during CAT homing.** During CAT chemotaxis, nuclei did not enter CATs, and mitosis was arrested throughout the homing germlings. The significance of this is unclear. During nonself signaling in budding yeast, peptide sex pheromones produced by mating yeast cells initiate cell cycle arrest in G1 phase, promote actin nucleation and polymerization leading to the polarized outgrowth of mating projections, and induce the expression of mating-related proteins that are involved in the formation of mating projections and cell-cell fusion (17). The self-signaling ligand involved in

---

**FIG. 9.** F-actin dynamics during CAT-mediated cell fusion are unaffected by benomyl treatment. Shown are pairs of Lifeact-RFP-expressing conidia of N. crassa during pre- and postfusion stages. (A) In the untreated control, fluorescence intensities of actin cables and patches are concentrated at the CAT tips during homing and peak as cell-to-cell contact is established. (B) After cytoplasmic continuity has been achieved by fusion pore formation, the fluorescence intensity has decreased, and the remaining patches are dispersed. (C and D) In the presence of 3 μg/ml benomyl, germ tubes are unable to become elongated, and the macroconidia show extended isotropic growth and become swollen. The localization and abundance of actin cables and patches remained essentially unchanged after benomyl treatment. Arrows mark sites of CAT contact/fusion. Scale bars, 5 μm.

---

**FIG. 10.** Summary of the main features of the different stages of mitosis in a nongerminated macroconidium of N. crassa. During interphase, nuclei (dark green) are very mobile, rotate, and are rounded or pear shaped. When rounded, they are ~2 μm in diameter. Astral ray microtubules exhibiting pronounced dynamic instability (red lines) form from a single spindle pole body (SPB) (yellow spot) on the surface of the nucleus. During prophase, nuclei are very mobile, rotate, and are rounded or pear shaped. When rounded, they are <4 μm in diameter. The SPB duplicates, and the two daughter SPBs start to move apart. Astral ray microtubules continue to exhibit pronounced dynamic instability. Condensed chromatin starts to appear toward the end of prophase. During metaphase, nuclei are less mobile, rotate less, and have an irregular shape. Astral microtubules seem to disappear. Condensed chromatin (darker green regions within the nucleoplasm) becomes prominent. A spindle composed of a bundle of microtubules (thick red line) grows in length between the SPBs that continue to move apart. During anaphase, future daughter nuclei start to move apart and start to become mobile and rotate again. Short astral microtubules start to form again. The SPBs are located at the two poles of the dividing nuclei with a long spindle bundle between them. During telophase, constriction between future daughter nuclei becomes prominent. Nuclear mobility and rotations are similar to those in anaphase. A long spindle composed of a microtubule bundle (termed “telophase bundle”) has chromatin (the so-called “chromatin bridge”) associated with it. This is visible until the daughter nuclei separate during nucleokinesis. During interphase, daughter nuclei with variable morphologies have been formed (see above).
CAT chemoattraction is unknown (21, 50), but we hypothesize that it may be the primary signal that initiates cell cycle arrest in preparation for CAT fusion.

**Microtubules and dynein/dynactin are not required for CAT fusion or nuclear migration through fused CATs.** Microtubules play important roles in tip growth and organelle transport within hyphae. However, these roles are not well understood and may differ in different types of hyphae and in different species. The available evidence suggests that microtubules are required for maintaining the fast growth rate, the shape of the tip, and the directionality of mature vegetative hyphae (30, 41, 53). Horio and Oakley (30) reported previously that cytoplasmic microtubules in *A. nidulans* disappear altogether during the synchronized mitoses that occur within germ tubes but that germ tubes continued to grow during this period. In the present study, we found that cytoplasmic microtubules persist during the asynchronous mitoses that occur within the multinucleate macroconidia and germ tubes of *N. crassa*. The complete depolymerization of microtubules with benomyl prevented the formation of long germ tubes altogether, although small buds, suggestive of initiated germ tubes, were formed by benomyl-treated macroconidia. However, the benomyl treatment did not significantly inhibit the processes of CAT induction, homing, or fusion, nor did it prevent nuclear migration through fused CATs. Furthermore, we showed that nuclear division is not essential for progression through the process of CAT induction, homing, or fusion because the benomyl treatment blocks mitosis at metaphase by inhibiting spindle formation. The turnover time for cytoplasmic microtubules was shown to be ~40 s, and for spindle microtubules, it was ~10 min.

The migration and positioning of nuclei within fungal hyphae have been reported to be regulated by the microtubule-associated motor protein dynein and its activator, dynactin (9, 38, 41, 49). Our analysis of three *ropy* mutants that were defective in different components of the cytoplasmic dynein/dynactin complex confirmed its role in nuclear positioning because the nuclei of these mutants had a strong tendency to remain in the conidium after germination. However, we found that nuclear migration still occurred between fused germlings through fused CATs, indicating that this process does not require dynein/dynactin. Recently, it was shown that the movement and distribution of nuclei in mature vegetative hyphae appear to be determined by a combination of forces, with cytoplasmic bulk flow being a major determinant (49). Whether bulk flow plays a role in nuclear migration through fused CATs is not known.

**Actin plays important roles in the whole process of CAT fusion.** F-actin has been demonstrated to play important roles in cell polarity regulation, septation, exocytosis, endocytosis, and organelle movement in fungi (6, 7, 27, 40, 42, 64, 65, 73). Three F-actin-containing structures are found in fungi: actin patches that are associated with endocytic vesicles (3, 7, 31, 72); actin cables that are assembled at sites of growth, where they form tracks for secretion and organelle transport (7, 8, 18, 19, 31, 47, 60, 61); and contractile actomyosin rings that are involved in septum formation (7, 27, 33, 40).

Recently, we used the LifeAct probe fused to either GFP or the red fluorescent protein TagRFP to image the F-actin cytoskeleton during colony initiation and growth of mature hyphae in living cells of *N. crassa* (7). During colony establishment, F-actin cables and patches localized to sites of active growth during the establishment and maintenance of the polarized growth of germ tubes and CATs. Upon CATs making contact and their polarized growth ceasing, actin cables gradually disappeared from the fusion site. Once cytoplasmic continuity was fully established, actin cables completely disappeared from the site of fusion, whereas cortical actin patches remained, suggesting that endocytic recycling may be required after fusion has taken place. The results obtained in the present study using LifeAct fused to a different fluorescent protein (tdTomato) were consistent with results obtained in a parallel study (7). However, due to the larger size of tdTomato and its tendency to dimerize, the utilization of the monomeric TagRFP as a red fluorescent marker is preferable.

Latrunculin A treatment was previously found to cause the rapid dissolution of the actin cytoskeleton in conidial germlings (7). In the present study, both conidial germination (germ tube and CAT formation) and CAT fusion were very sensitive to the less potent actin-depolymerizing agent latrunculin B, which is consistent with F-actin having important roles in these processes. The fact that benomyl treatment did not significantly inhibit the process of CAT induction, homing, or fusion did not prevent nuclear migration through fused CATs, or disrupt the actin cytoskeleton, strongly suggests that F-actin may be the primary cytoskeletal element involved in these activities. Further evidence supporting a key role for actin in CAT fusion came from an analysis of heterokaryotic strains that carried deletion alleles encoding components of the actin-nucleating Arp2/3 complex.

Overall, our results indicate that actin and microtubules have different roles during colony initiation compared with the growth of vegetative hyphae in the mature colony. CATs share important features in common with budding yeast. In particular, neither CATs nor yeast cells have a requirement for microtubule-mediated polarized growth or long-distance organelle transport (40). These features may be related to their small, determinate size, in contrast to mature vegetative hyphae, which tend to be much larger and exhibit indeterminate and faster growth.
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